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Abstract Quasi‐thermal noise (QTN) spectroscopy has been extensively used as an accurate tool to
measure electron density and temperature in space plasmas. If the antenna length to radius ratio is
sufficiently large, a typical measured spectrum clearly shows a resonance at the electron plasma
frequency and a lower frequency plateau that quantify the electron distributions. The Wind spacecraft,
with its long, thin antennas, is considered the mission par excellence for the implementation of the QTN
method. However, a major issue in applying QTN spectroscopy is contamination from signals other than
the ubiquitous plasma noise in the vicinity of plasma frequency, affecting the measured spectra and
confusing their physical interpretation. In this work, we present a new method for selecting the
observations of uncontaminated QTN, distinguishing it from other plasma and spacecraft effects. The
selected measurements are used to obtain accurate values for both thermal and suprathermal electron
parameters. Testing of the method on 1.5M observations under various conditions in the solar wind,
including slow and fast wind and solar transients, confirms the reliability and accuracy of the method
with no systematic flaws.

1. Introduction

Understanding the physics of the solar wind and other weakly collisional plasma environments depends on
high‐quality in situ measurements of electron and ion distributions. Comprehensive data sets of such mea-
surements are provided by several kinds of electrostatic analyzers flown on various missions (Bame et al.,
1978; Lin et al., 1995; Sauvaud et al., 2008; Schwenn et al., 1975; Whittlesey et al., 2020; Young et al., 2004),
but these measurements suffer from multiple limiting factors, such as varying spacecraft electrostatic
potential (Henri et al., 2011; Pulupa et al., 2014), secondary electron emission (Kellogg, 1981; Whipple et al.,
1969), and temporal variations of the instrument internal calibrations (Laframboise & Parker, 1973).
Quasi‐thermal noise (.) spectroscopy depends on the level of electrostatic plasma fluctuations around the
plasma frequency (Andronov, 1966; Fejer & Kan, 1969) and is therefore not influenced by the systematic
issues affecting electrostatic analyzers. A standard QTN spectra, for a dipole antenna arm length Lant longer
than the local Debye length LD, consists of three spectral regions (Meyer‐Vernet & Perche, 1989): (1) a ther-

mal plateau at f< fp, where signal scales with
ffiffiffiffiffi
Tc

p
, (2) a plasma resonance peak just above fp, and (3) a sig-

nal scaling with total plasma pressure and logarithmically decreasing with frequency above fp. Here,

ωp ¼ 2πf p ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
nee2c=ϵ0me

p
is the electron plasma frequency, ϵ0 is the dielectric permeability of vacuum,

and ne, ec, and me are the total electron density,and its charge and mass, respectively, while Tc is the tem-
perature of the thermal part of the electron velocity distribution function (VDF).

QTN spectroscopy was first applied to high frequency spectrum measured by ISEE‐3 four decades ago
(Meyer‐Vernet, 1979). Since then, the method has been improved to include the effects of suprathermal elec-
trons (Couturier et al., 1981; Meyer‐Vernet & Perche, 1989), specific electron VDFs (Chateau & Meyer‐
Vernet, 1989; 1991; Le Chat et al., 2009; Zouganelis, 2008), ions (Issautier et al., 1996, 1999; Meyer‐Vernet
et al., 1986), strong magnetic field (Sentman, 1982; Meyer‐Vernet et al., 1993; Moncuquet et al., 1997), or
electron‐neutral collisions (Balmain, 1969; Martinović et al., 2017). It was recognized that measurement
quality can be affected due to instrumental limitations, such as dipole antenna arms separation (Meyer‐
Vernet & Perche, 1989; Meyer‐Vernet et al., 2017) or geometry (Martinović et al., 2015) and the usage of
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short and/or thick antennas, which significantly enhance electron impact noise (Maksimović et al., 2005;
Martinović et al., 2016; Le Chat et al., 2013).

These limitations areminimized on theWind Thermal Noise Receiver (TNR), which consistentlymeasures a
clearly visible plasma peak. This is because its dipole antenna arms satisfy Lant/LD∼ 5 and have a very small
antenna radius Lant/aant∼ 105, making the shot noise negligible (Martinović, 2016) and the thermal plateau
clearly distinguishable in the vast majority of observations. These characteristics enable the straightforward
identification of resonant peaks in typical TNR QTN spectra, enabling the use of peak tracking methods for
the estimation of ne and Tc (Issautier et al., 2005; Salem et al., 2003) and cross‐calibration with particle detec-
tors (Maksimovic et al., 1998; Salem et al., 2003). Independent fits of both thermal and suprathermal electron
parameters that use all three QTN spectral regions have also been performed on individual spectra from both
Wind and Ulysses (Issautier et al., 1999; Maksimovic et al., 1995).

The next step in analyzing TNR measurements was processing the entire data set in a similar fashion.
However, this task proved to be complicated, for several reasons. First, the spacecraft spin can affect the pro-
ton contribution to the spectrum at low frequencies, andmodeling this effect is theoretically challenging and
numerically time consuming (Tong et al., 2015). Second, there are multiple signals that contaminate QTN
spectra in different spectral regions that vary with plasma conditions, including ion acoustic‐like waves at
f≪ fp (Salem et al., 2003), Langmuir waves at fp (Vidojević et al., 2011), second harmonic emission at 2fp
(Cairns, 1986), or galactic center emission at f≫ fp (Hillan et al., 2010). If any of the measured TNR fre-
quency channels is affected by these phenomena, using that particular channel will lead to an overestima-
tion of plasma temperature. The same processes can give rise to additional peaks in the spectrum, with
similar shape and amplitude to the genuine plasma peak, possibly causing a peak tracking algorithm to fail
and produce catastrophic errors in estimating ne. Due to these technical difficulties, an automated algorithm
that could be reliably used throughout the mission has not yet been developed.

The development of such an algorithm that will allow for the processing of the entire Wind data set is the
focus of this work. We introduce a novel method that filters a TNR spectrum, using only the frequency chan-
nels where an uncontaminated QTN signal is measured, without any interference from other plasma pro-
cesses, celestial bodies, or the spacecraft. In order to make the method independent of other electron
measurements onWind, we designed the peak tracking procedure that finds multiple peaks within the spec-
trum and selects the correct plasma peak through the system of quality flags (QFs) or grades. These QFs
inform us of the “goodness” of a particular spectrum for a given set of plasma parameters, providing input
for of fitting the filtered observations according to QTN theory. The details of the method are provided in
Section 2 and Appendix A1. We then proceed to verify method under various conditions in the solar wind,
demonstrating its accuracy in slow and fast wind streams, compression regions, and Interplanetary Coronal
Mass Ejections (ICMEs, Section 3), finding ne and Tc with an uncertainty of 3–5% and suprathermal para-
meters with an accuracy of ∼10% for halo temperature and ∼30% for halo density. When compared with
electron VDF moments provided by the two Wind particle analyzers, the Solar Wind Experiment Vector
Electron and Ion Spectrometer (SWE VEIS) (Ogilvie et al., 1995) and 3‐Dimensional Plasma Electron
Electrostatic Analyzer (3DP EESA) (Lin et al., 1995), these results showed a very good agreement for values
of ne and satisfying agreement for total electron temperature Te. In Section 4, we examine the statistical prop-
erties of a 75‐day data set, comparing it to previous analysis and finding good agreement. In the future, we
will process the entire TNR data set in this fashion, measuring the properties of electron VDFs over two solar
cycles. We will also use these measurements to examine the properties of electron VDFs around interplane-
tary shocks at high cadence and complement other comprehensive studies in this field (Wilson et al., 2019).

2. Method

The TNR is a part of Wind/Waves radio receiver, which is equipped with a wire dipole antenna, each arm
Lant = 50m long and aant = 0.19 mm in diameter (Bougeret et al., 1995). The receiver is sampling at 96 loga-
rithmically spaced frequency channels between 4 and 256 kHz in 4.4% resolution, using five 32‐channel
bands (A–E). Channels A, C ,and E fully cover the entire frequency range and the instrument most fre-
quently operates using these channels in the so‐called ACE regime. Channels B and D overlap with the other
three and are used occasionally for plasma peak determination by an on board neural network. Even though
the neural network has the primary purpose of locating the plasma peak, it can be unreliable in the fast solar
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wind spectra and is not used in our analysis. Within a 4.4‐s measurement cadence in the ACE regime, the
sampling time for each channel is determined by the time needed to produce statistical variations of less
than 0.3 dB (∼7.2%). Considering typical plasma VDF fluctuations during the acquisition time interval at
1 au are reaching up to few percent (Chen et al., 2014; Bowen et al., 2018; Kellogg et al., 2009), we further
on assume that the measurement uncertainties are ∼10%. The time reserved for each band is 1.472 s, while
the actual acquisition time within this interval varies for each band (Bougeret et al., 1995), and the time left
after the acquisition is used for performing on board fast Fourier transforms and data storage.
Approximately 19,600 spectra are produced each day, for a total of about 180 million observations over
Wind's 25‐year duration.

The synthetic QTN spectrum V2 is calculated using contributions from electrons V2
qtn , protons V2

pn and

antenna gain Γ as

V 2 ¼ Γ2 V2
qtn þ V2

pn

� �
: (1)

Due to the antenna being very long and thin, with Lant/aant > 105, the effects of impact noise can be comple-
tely neglected (Martinović, 2016). The electron QTN is estimated using the model of double Maxwellian elec-
tron VDF, composed of an isotropic core of density nc and temperature Tc, and an isotropic halo of density nh
and temperature Th. Details of the procedure are given by Couturier et al. (1981), with expressions for the
antenna capacitance, electron noise, and antenna gain in Eq. B16, B19 and 14, respectively. Here, we briefly
review the general spectrum properties important for our analysis method:

1. The synthetic electron spectrum is effectively flat at f< fp, with V2
qtn ∼

ffiffiffiffiffi
Tc

p
.

2. The plasma peak appears at frequencies a few percent above fp, with the peak height linearly increasing
with τh= Th/Tc and width increasing with ah= nh/nc.

3. The synthetic electron spectrum drops with frequency as V2
qtn ∼ f −3 for f≫ fp and scales with the total

plasma pressure V2
qtn ∼ ne

ffiffiffiffiffi
Te

p
.

Proton parameters are taken fromWind/SWE Faraday cupmeasurements (Ogilvie et al., 1995). Proton noise

V2
pn, important below fp, is calculated using the expression for the solar wind velocity vsw being perpendicu-

lar to the Waves antenna, given by Eq. 22 of Issautier et al. (1999). This approach is, of course, approximate,
as the spacecraft is spinning with period 3 s, and the acquisition time is shorter than the half of spin period,
so the angle between antenna and vsw can affect the measured spectrum.We neglect this effect for three rea-
sons. First, Tong et al. (2015) showed that the proton contribution is significant only at very low frequencies
and when the antenna to vsw angle is smaller than 15°. Second, the model of the proton noise for an arbitrary
angle is very computationally demanding and would be impractical for a tool designed to process a large set
of data. Third, the accuracy of the minimum identification used in the analysis is unaffected by this approx-
imation; only the number of selected filtered channels below fp is affected.

The initial step in our method is the determination of possible plasma peaks. For each measured QTN spec-

trum, we apply a simple peak tracking algorithm; for a given spectrum, we find up to five local maximaV 2
TNR

ðpÞ, where p∈ [0,95] is an integer that locates the maximum data point. To be considered a maxima, the
point must satisfy the following conditions:

V2
TNR½p� > V 2

TNR½pþ 1� > V2
TNR½pþ 2� > V2

TNR½pþ 3� > V2
TNR½pþ 4�; (2)

V2
TNR½p� > V2

TNR½p − 1�; (3)

V2
TNR½p� > V 2

TNR½p − 2�þ0:2 dB: (4)

The condition in Equation 4 prevents occasionally measured wave‐like signals at low frequencies from
appearing as false peaks. In our analysis of 1.5M observations, described in Section 4, no spectra with more
than four maxima that satisfy Equations 2–4 were found, so we conclude that finding up to five local maxima
with our algorithm is sufficient to locating the plasma peak in any realistic TNR spectrum. We sweep the
spectrum over the range f∈ 4.9–158.1 kHz, equivalent to electron densities ne∈ 0.3–308 cm−3. For each peak

V2
TNR½p�, we determine the corresponding value of ne(init), computed not from the frequency related to V2

TNR

½p�, but V2
TNR½p − 1�, due to property (2). Five linearly spaced values of ne between ne(init) and 1.04ne(init) are

considered, taking into account the TNR's finite resolution.
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We next calculate synthetic QTN spectra V2, assuming a single electronMaxwellian VDF (ah= 0), for each of
the five ne values for each of the five peaks. Starting from Tc = 2 eV and increasing it by 1 eV for each syn-

thetic spectrum, we determine the highest core temperature such thatV 2 < V2
TNR. Therefore, the initial tem-

perature, Tc(init), is found with a numerical accuracy of 1 eV. The same procedure is repeated for
temperatures between Tc(init) and Tc(init) + 1 eV in increments of 0.1 eV. It is important to emphasize that,
due to properties (1) and (3), the frequency at which the synthetic spectrum exceeds the measured one
can appear either below or above fp. In this step, we neglect an excess of the theoretical spectrum above
the observed spectrum for frequency values in the interval [0.97,1.1]fp the due to possible numerical inac-
curacies in the gain calculation close to the peak. If a theoretical excess appears in this region, we do not take
it into account and continue until it is encountered somewhere else in the spectrum. This approach turns out
to be very important in the fast solar wind, where densities tend to be low and considerable wave activity is
frequently observed (Salem et al., 2003), leaving few or no data points that measure only the QTN thermal
plateau. This approach is essential to resolving errors in of peak tracking and temperature determination
that affected both the Wind/Waves neural network and previous analysis methods, as observing only the
plateau below fp and the peak properties is not enough to confidently resolve ne and Tc in about 10% of
the fast solar wind spectra.

Figure 1. Example of the TNR spectra from slow (left) and fast (right) solar wind. The data filtering method is illustrated
in the top panels, with selected frequency channels given in orange. The initial guess used for fitting (dashed lines) is the
synthetic spectrum with the highest evaluated total QF. For determination of the fitted parameters and their respective
uncertainties (bottom panels), the estimated errors of both theory and observation are taken into account. The major
characteristic of the fitting method is that number and confidence of measurements around the plasma peak strongly
affect the measurement uncertainties of the suprathermal parameters. Signals not originating from QTN are labeled by
capital letters as follows: (A) proton noise modulation due to spacecraft spinning, (B) 2fp resonance, (C) galactic
radiation, and (D) AKR.
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Finally, we use property (2) to estimate the halo electron parameters. The plasma peak can only increase, at
least for realistic solar wind plasma parameters, with increasing ah and τh (Couturier et al., 1981). We start
with ah= 0, and increase this ratio by 0.01 per iteration. For each iteration, we set τh= 0, and increase τh by 1,
calculating QFs for each set of ne, Tc, ah, and τh parameters, until the synthetic spectrum exceeds the mea-
sured one, as described in Appendix A1, when the iteration ends and the next value of ah is used. When the
measured spectra is exceeded even for τh = 0, the value of ne is processed and the algorithm moves to the
next one.

At the end of this process, we obtain up to 25 sets of QFs, each containing up to several hundred values, for
different ah and τh. The parameter combination (ne, Tc, ah, τh) that corresponds to the highest QF, along with
the filtered frequency channels (see Appendix A1 and Figure 1 for a description of the method for determin-
ing which frequency channels are excluded from the fit), is used as an input to a standard
Levenberg‐Marquardt fitting method, providing final values of these VDF moments and their uncertainties.
When estimating measurement errors, we take into account the inaccuracy of both model and observation
very close to fp by increasing the uncertainties of the data points as given by Equation A1.

3. Results

The left panels in Figure 1 show a TNR spectrum measured from the slow solar wind, with a slightly
increased density compared to standard conditions at 1 au (Issautier et al., 2005; Wilson et al., 2019).
Aside from galactic radiation above 100 kHz (C) and increased signal at low frequencies, likely originating
from spacecraft spinning effects (A), the QTN signal is clearly visible in a wide region around fp.
Increased density implies Lant/LD≈ 8, producing a very intensive plasma peak, which in turn provides tight
constraints for suprathermal parameters ah and τh. We note this spectrum is from the edge of a compression
region (Figure 2), where measurements from particle detectors could possibly exhibit a decreased level of
confidence; indeed the Faraday cup measurement shows np+ 2nα≈ 17.84 cm−3, significantly different from
the 23.34 cm−3 extracted from our method. As the most confident peak obtained in our algorithm provides
approximate ne(init) that is more than 25% different than this value, it is flagged as suspicious, and the total
QF, calculated using Equation A3, is decreased by 1. Regardless of this penalty on the QF, the spectrum is
still evaluated as highly reliable, and we show it as an example of QTN spectroscopy providing an improve-
ment to particle measurements in a solar transient event.

The right panels of Figure 1 illustrate a typical TNR spectrum observed in a fast solar wind stream close to
the L1 point (the spacecraft was definitively stationed at the L1 point in 2004, while in this example, it was
just temporarily passing through this region). Here, we encounter the same difficulties as in the previous
example, as well as additional contamination from the 2fp emission (B) and auroral kilometric radiation
(AKR) (D). The secondary peak is eliminated by the algorithm as a possible primary plasma resonance,
but its contribution to the measured power spectral density significantly decreases the number of available
data points to fit. The plasma peak is still resolvable but is smaller than in the previous case as Lant/LD≈ 4.3.
Here, we note that, although the peak visibility is fairly approximated using Lant/LD value, it is also deter-
mined by ah and τh (Couturier et al., 1981). Lower electron density also yields fewer frequency channels
available below fp, most of which are for this spectrum almost completely unusable. However, the algorithm
still detects few conveniently grouped points in the thermal plateau, which are sufficient to obtain reliable
values of Tc. A major difference compared to the slow wind example is the uncertainties in the suprathermal
parameters ah and τh. As the relative density ah is mostly determined from the peak width with respect to its
center, the confidence level is strongly affected both by a lack of data points from the cutoff on the left side of
the peak and its low overall height. This issue was also encountered in previous studies (Issautier et al., 1999;
Maksimovic et al., 1995) on Ulysses Unified Radio and Plasma Wave (URAP) data at larger radial distances.
URAPwas equipped with long and thin antennas andmeasured QTN spectra shapes very similar to the ones
shown in Figure 1 but without the secondary peak at 2fp, and the uncertainty on ahwas of the same order of
magnitude as in this study. The temperature ratio τh is dominantly determined by the peak intensity com-
pared to the signal at the thermal plateau, keeping the relative error at the order of 10% for vast majority
of the results (Figure 5).
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Figure 2 shows results for an example day that has a several illustrative periods: a steady slow wind stream
that until 09:00, a compression region around 11:00, followed by a solar transient lasting until approximately
14:30, and a steady fast wind stream for the rest of the day. The total density estimation (top left panel), based
on peak tracking, shows confident results throughout the day with measurement uncertainty of the order of
the instrument resolution (∼4.4%), while the 5‐min averages are of the order of 1% for a steady stream during
the interval (Figure 5). Measurements of Tc, plotted on the top right panel, also show very low average values
of fitted parameters uncertainties, being ∼4% in the slow and ∼6% in the fast wind (the error bars shown are
larger than these values, as they do not represent the fit uncertainties, but standard deviations during 5‐min
periods). These highly accurate results are possible only when the thermal plateau is recognized correctly
and consistently, removing contamination of the QTN spectra from other sources and leaving the instru-
ment precision as the only limiting factor. Uncertainties of suprathermal parameters, determined from
the peak shape, are considerably larger, with average values of ∼25% for Δah and ∼10% for Δτh (middle
panels). As the peak quality is primarily determined by the Lant/LD ratio, ah and τh values are more confined
for the measurements where the density is high and the plasma conditions are not changing rapidly. The
time periods 03:00–05:00 and 10:00–13:00 are examples of such steady behavior, showing that the spread
of 5‐min averages is very similar to the spread of 20‐min averages of same quantities, as we reach the

Figure 2. Best fit parameters from 19 June 1995. Top panels illustrate densities and temperatures, with the full time
cadence measurements of ne and Tc given by blue dots. For both thermal and suprathermal parameters in top and
middle panels, 5‐ and 20‐minute averages with standard deviations, as a proxy for uncertainties, are given by red and
black dots, respectively. For ne averages, uncertainties are of the order of a dot size, and results are in very good with
agreement with values of np+ 2nα, except at the edges of the ICME just before 09:00 (Figure 1, left) and just before 14:00,
where discrepancy of up to 30% can appear. Standard deviations of ah and τh (middle panels) are fairly constant
throughout the day, being of the order of 25% and 10%, respectively, for stable conditions over the averaging interval.
These deviations are decreased only in the solar transient, due to very intensive plasma peak. Faraday cup ion density,
bulk velocity, and temperature are given by green solid lines in the top left and bottom panels.
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instrument accuracy threshold. However, it must be emphasized that unique measurements of ah or tc are,
generally, not sufficiently accurate without taking into account the surrounding values.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of ne and Te obtained using our method with the results provided by the SWE
and 3DP instrument teams. Here, the total electron temperature is calculated in a standard manner for a
VDF consisted of two Maxwellians

Te ¼ Tc
1þ ahτh
1þ ah

: (5)

We obtain a very strong agreement between the the total density values, which is not surprising considering
that the electron analyzer data is calibrated with the plasma peak measured by TNR. However, values of Te
show considerable discrepancy with each other, while having satisfying agreement with our results in cer-
tain plasma streams. In the slow wind, TNR values have very low uncertainties and are very close to the ones
given by 3DP. This agreement continues in the fast wind, but not in the compression region and the ICME,
where TNR and SWE values are very close to each other. It is worth emphasizing that the uncertainties ΔTe
are dominantly determined by Δah, as this parameter has the least confident one in our data set. Therefore,
measurements in the fast solar wind, and in a low density plasma in general, are limited by the lower ampli-
tude of the plasma peak. Under these conditions, the information that we can obtain about the peak shape is
limited, leading to larger measurement errors.

4. Application to a Larger Data Set

The method described in Section 2 is designed to be applicable to the entire TNR data set, containing
approximately 180 million measurements collected during Wind's quarter of a century mission lifetime.
An analysis of this entire data set is left for future work; here, we process 75 days of solar wind measure-
ments, from 13 April to 26 June 1995. In this period, TNR made 1,526,734 measurements, 1,350,515
(88.4%) of which were successfully processed by our algorithm, producing initial guesses for fit parameters.
Levenberg‐Marquardt fitting converged in 1,229,643 (91%) cases, providing usable values of plasma para-
meters, while the rest of the measurements did not satisfy the conditions related to QFpeak, defined in
Appendix A1.

In Figure 4, we show the derived electron characteristics. It is important to note that, for a majority (64%) of
measurements, less then 32 out of 96 data points are classified as measured “pure”QTN signal. This result is
not surprising, as significant regions of the TNR frequency range, both above and below fp, are persistently
covered by contamination from other signals, as described above. Results in the top right panel illustrate the
statement made in Section 2 that the initial value of Tc needs to be estimated using the entire TNR spectrum
instead of only the part below fp. If it was not the case, all the cases where the synthetic spectrum exceeds the
measured one at f> fp would be rejected by our algorithm to avoid overestimation of initial Tc.

Figure 3. Comparison of total electron density (left) and total electron temperature (right) between TNR (blue for the
entire data set and black for 20‐min averages), SWE (orange), and 3DP (brown). The values of ne match within a few
percent, while for Te, the level of agreement between the data sets varies with solar wind conditions. The Tc results from
Figure 2 (top right) are replotted for comparison and are systematically lower than the values from all three data sets.
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The distribution of peak QF testifies to the very good overall measurement quality, with constant decrease of
the signal, starting from the plasma peak, extending to approximately 1.5fp for the largest fraction of mea-
surements, while it can reach up to 5fp in rare occasions. This property serves as an additional verification
of the successful peak tracking, as possible false peaks are cut off by the conditions defined in Appendix
A1. Another sanity check is provided by the QFlowlevel distribution (bottom left). We examine our initial

Tcwith 0.1eV linear accuracy. On the other hand, there is a square root dependencyV2 ∼
ffiffiffiffiffi
Tc

p
below fp, caus-

ing our normal distribution to peak at
ffiffiffi
2

p
=2 instead of 0.5. This randomly distribution impacts the global QF

results, with the addition of a tale at QF > 9.5, which originates from very high values of QFpeak. The same
parameter causes the “practical maximum”QF = 10, defined in Appendix A1, to be exceeded in a handful of
cases. This feature is not corrected as only 22 (0.0016%) of the calculated QFs are larger than 10. Finally,
QFshift provides a valuable information on the limitations of themethod. The negative values seen on bottom
right panel appear when artificially added peak frequency channels (Appendix A1) have intensities signifi-
cantly above the synthetic spectrum. The cause of this discrepancy can be a population of very fast electrons,
which cannot be modeled by a Maxwellian halo and highly enhances the plasma peak (Chateau & Meyer‐
Vernet, 1989, 1991; Le Chat et al., 2009). Since the power‐law‐shaped VDFs are common in the solar wind
at 1 au, the correction is forced in 72.4% of all measurements.

Analysis of both core and halo density uncertainties shown in Figure 5 is in agreement with the results
shown in the left panels of Figure 1. While the bulk of Tc and τh uncertainties are centered around ∼10%,

Figure 4. Overview of the quality flags statistics. Occurrence distributions of QFpoints (shown as number of filtered TNR
channels), QF and QFlowlevel, shown in panels on the left, are exponentially decreasing from their most probable
values, as it is expected for random processes. On the other hand, appearance of exceed frequencies above fp, QFpeak and
QFshift are related to traces of different physical processes detected by the receiver, and as such, to a good
approximation, exhibit a power law shape.
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the value determined by the instrument characteristics, both ne and ah distributions show tails significantly
below the most probable values. These measurements originate from periods when ne is higher and/or Tc is
lower than usually measured in the solar wind, and the Lant/LD ratio induces a very intense plasma peak
with a large number of data points available. On the other hand, cases when Δne < 1% are caused by the
fitting method finding a very sharp local minimums due to specific shape of some of the filtered spectra.
These error estimates are unrealistic as they are below the instrument thresholds and should not be
considered reliable.

In Figure 6, we compare two‐dimensional histograms from SWE and 3DP with our results. All three instru-
ments agree with a well‐known lack of correlation between ne and Te at 1 au. Any significant correlation
between these quantities would be an indication of potential flaws in our method. Pearson
product‐moment correlation coefficients between ne and Te are −0.16 for 3DP data and −0.06 for SWE data.
The same coefficient for TNR data is −0.21 but drops down to −0.06 for ne− Tc correlation (results in the
bottom panel). This discrepancy appears because ah values obtained by our method have larger spread for
lower densities then the ones obtained by particle analyzers. This is an expected result, due to both less
intense plasma peaks measured for this region of the parameter space and limitations of the double
Maxwellian VDF used in our model. The QTN spectrum close to fp is very sensitive to small fractions of very
fast electrons, which are better described by power‐law‐like distributions (Maksimović et al., 1997; Wilson
et al., 2019). The fitting process therefore detects these high intensities and evaluates increased values of
the suprathermal parameters to get the best possible fit. A natural way of removing this difficulty is usage
of κ distributions for halo component, which was the initial approach in our method, using results from

Figure 5. Histograms of relative errors of measured plasma VDF moments. Relative uncertainties of ne are not physical,
but asymmetric distribution of uncertainty in ah originates from reduced measurement errors in periods when plasma
peak is very intense (Lant/LD ratio is increased).
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Le Chat et al. (2009). However, TNR signal saturates so quickly with the number of fast electrons that the κ
exponent as a new parameter has uncertainties so large that the results were not confident and are highly
biased by the initial guess. In more than 90% of cases examined, the fitted value of κ remained within 5%
of the arbitrarily chosen initial guess. This problem appeared previously in Ulysses data processing (Le
Chat et al., 2011). The same low‐density periods are related to the largest uncertainties of τh, which
additionally contributes to the spread of the results. The method of constraining τh using signal ratio
between the plasma peak and the low‐frequency plateau was applied successfully by Moncuquet et al.
(2020) to Parker Solar Probe (PSP) Fields measurements where electron halo was very low, but for the
case of Wind TNR, data do not bring an improvement to our method due to non‐negligible values of ah
at 1 au.

5. Summary and Conclusions

The Wind TNR instrument has accumulated an extensive data set of ∼180 million QTN spectra during the
last two and a half decades. This number is expected to increase to over half a billion until the end of the
mission (Spann et al., 2017). In order maximally utilize this large archive of observations, it is necessary to
develop an automated algorithm that provides electron VDFmoments from electric field fluctuations power
spectra using QTN spectroscopy.

The technical details of the algorithm are presented in Section 2 and Appendix A1. In Section 3, we have
tested it on one specific day, 19 June 1995, during which Wind was sampling several different solar wind
regimes. The major features of the method, including the estimation of ne and Tc from plasma peak tracking

Figure 6. Histograms (from top to bottom) of 3DP, SWE and TNR Te and Tc, for 75 days from 13 April to 26 June 1995.
None of the data sets show any notable correlation between ne and Te, while our method could be slightly overestimating
electron total temperature when density is very low.
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and minimum of the measured signal, remain confident and highly accurate throughout various plasma
conditions. We note that the confidence of the results for suprathermal components is dependent on the
strength of the plasma peak. Uncertainty in these parameters does remain below or on the order of 25%
throughout the surveyed data set. Results of Section 4 confirm that our method provides sensible results
when applied to a 75‐day long time span of observations. We apply additional statistical tests, to check for
possible hidden artificial effects on our results, and show that there is no unphysical correlation between
independent parameters ne and Tc, Figure 6, and the uncertainties and QFs have the expected statistical dis-
tributions for Gaussian and power‐law shapes for random errors, Figure 5, and appearances of physical phe-
nomena, Figure 4, bottom panels, respectively.

Finally, it is worth discussing several possible contributions to the measured spectra that are not addressed
by our model. First, when the electron VDF differs significantly from the sum of two Maxwellians, the the-
oretical spectrum might not adequately correspond to observations in certain frequency domains. The pre-
sence of electron beam or “strahl,” expected to be directed outward in the quiescent solar wind (Štverak
et al., 2009; Berčič et al., 2019) and bidirectional in large‐scale flux‐rope strictures (Gosling et al., 1987), is
expected to, according to preliminary calculations, be important just below the plasma peak. The possible
effect on our results is a slight overestimation of ah parameter in streams with strong strahl, usually observed
in the fast solar wind. The same study suggests that the affection of halo anisotropy is minimal for ratio
between parallel and perpendicular components of Th is smaller then 7, which is almost always the case
at 1 au, and should be below the instrument sensitivity for a spinning spacecraft. Second, characteristic flat-
top VDFs have been observed in the magnetosheath of Earth (Chateau & Meyer‐Vernet, 1989) and around
quasi‐perpendicular shocks (Wilson et al., 2019). Generation these structures is not fully understood, with
electric field fluctuations due to cross‐shock electrostatic potential being a candidate process (Feldman et al.,
1983; Hull et al., 1998; Morse, 1965). This type of distribution is also characterized by increased number of
very fast electrons and produces similar effects as κ distributions—an enhanced plasma peak (Martinović
et al., 2017) that can cause potential overestimation of th. Third, in the magnetosphere and geomagnetic tail
of Earth, where Wind spends nonnegligible amount of time prior to 2004, the magnetic field is increased
compared to the solar wind, and electron cyclotron frequency becomes comparable to plasma frequency.
In this scenario, the signal shape at the thermal plateau below fp changes to a wave‐like signal with mini-
mums at positive integer multipliers of the electron cyclotron frequency (Meyer‐Vernet, 1982; Sentman,
1982). Extracting of Tc from the signal minimums is still possible using our method (Moncuquet et al.,
1995), but the resonant frequency needs to be adjusted to upper hybrid instead of plasma frequency
(Balmain, 1969). The QTN features inside the bowshock are not relevant for the results presented here
but will need to be addressed in processing of the entire mission data set. Finally, as noted in Section 2,
Wind/Waves long and thin antennas make the contribution of the impact noise, which is not fully under-
stood and the least accurately measured factor in QTN spectroscopy, completely negligible. Usage of the
method presented here on instruments equipped with short and thick antennas, such as PSP Fields (Bale
et al., 2016) and Solar Orbiter Radio and Plasma Waves (Maksimović et al., 2020), is possible but requires
implementation of the impact noise effects at lower frequencies. This task was previously successfully done
for STEREO measurements (Martinović et al., 2016; Zouganelis et al., 2010), but a confident numerical
model of impact noise at f≈ fp (Meyer‐Vernet, 1983) is not developed and is a topic for future work.

In summary, the method presented in this work provides accurate values of total electron density and core
temperature in any plasma conditions, along with providing confident results for the suprathermal compo-
nents. Due to providing results at a substantially higher cadence than Wind particle analyzers, we will use it
as a tool to examine electron VDFs around structures, such as interplanetary shocks. Modifications of the
algorithm presented here are required for adequate processing of the specific environments, such as Earth
magnetosphere, magnetosheath, or magnetic clouds. These adjustments are left for future projects, where
we will process the entire database of TNR measurements and make it available to the community.

Appendix A: Calculating a QTN Spectrum QFs
We define a QF as a measure of the reliability of a measured spectrum V2

TNR with respect to a given QTN
synthetic spectrum V2. It depends on a set of input plasma parameters ne, Tc, ah, τh, Tp, and vsw that uniquely
define V2.
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Prior to rating any TNR spectrum with any QTN synthetic spectrum, we compare their intensities based on
the following criterion. Outside of the plasma peak region f∈ [0.9,1.1]fp, the precision of the theory is consid-
ered to be very high, both below and above fp. Here, the criterion for selecting channels to use for the fit is

determined by the instrument data acquisition uncertainty. The frequency channels selected from V2
TNR

are only those with amplitudes within 10% of V2. The confidence of both theory and measurements drama-
tically decreases very close to fp and can also be strongly affected by a very small number of very fast, super-
halo electrons (see, e.g., Chateau & Meyer‐Vernet, 1991; Meyer‐Vernet et al., 2017). To overcome this

difficulty, we set the allowed difference between V2
TNR and V2 to scale linearly, being 10% at 0.9fp and at

1.3fp, while

V2
TNR

V 2

� �
max

¼ 1þ V2
TNR½p�−V2

TNR½imin�
20 dB

; (A1)

at fp, where
V2

TNR
V2

� �
max

is the maximum allowed ratio between V2
TNR and V2 and V2

TNR½p� and V2
TNR½imin� are

measured intensities of the peak and the signal minimum in f< fp region, respectively.

The global QF is given as a weighted average comprised of four components, defined as follows:

1. QFpoints signals the number of points that are close to the theoretical spectrumwithin the given criterion,
divided by 48 (half of the total number of frequency channels). This value can be larger than 1, but this is
never the case for real measurements (Figure 4).

2. QFpeak quantifies the clearness/visibility of the peak by counting how many descending points at fre-
quencies above V2

TNR½p� and dividing that number by 20. This value can be higher than 1, but not lower
than 0.2 due to the peak selection criteria given by Equation 2.

3. QFshift is calculated as QFshift = 1− 10 < σ>, where <σ> is the rms of the difference between measured
and theoretical spectrum, given as

σðf Þ¼ V2
TNRðf Þ
V2ðf Þ − 1: (A2)

This value can be negative due to the filtering tolerance around the peak, given by Equation A1.
4. QFlowlevel is the fraction of selected data points for which V 2

TNR > V2.

The total quality flag is calculated as

QF¼ 5QFpoints þ 3QFpeak þ QFshift þ QFlowlevel; (A3)

with a practical maximum value of 10. Due to QFpeak possibly being larger than 1, QF can be larger than
10, but these spectra are extremely rare and we consider QF = 10 as the highest realistic value.

When the theoretical spectrum is above the measured one at any data point, with the tolerance defined in
Equation A1, the QF for the associated spectrum is disregarded and is not considered for further analysis,
as described in Section 2. There are also few other modifiers to the QF:

1. If ne is more than 25% different than the value of np+ 2nα, where np and nα are proton and alpha densi-
ties measured by the Wind Faraday cups, the spectrum is not disregarded, but the QF is decreased by 1.
The condition defined in Equation 2 is then modified to

V 2
TNR½p� > V2

TNR½p − 2�þ1 dB: (A4)

These are a practical minimum difference found empirically, while its realistic value is 1.5–4 dB.
2. If data points V2

TNR½p� and V2
TNR½p − 1� are not selected by the algorithm, they are artificially added to the

filtered spectrum. These points are considered when calculating QFpoints and QFshift, but not QFlowlevel.
3. If there is not at least one filtered point both below V2

TNR½p − 1� or above V2
TNR½pþ 2�, the spectrum is

disregarded.
4. If difference in the QTN intensity is larger than 1,000% at the boundary between TNR bands

jV2
TNR½31�−V2

TNR½32�j > 10dB
� �

∨ jV2
TNR½63�−V2

TNR½64�j > 10 dB
� �

; (A5)

it is recognized as the instrument Automatic Gain Control issue and the spectrum is disregarded (this fea-
ture is diagnosed in a personal communication with the instrument team).
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5. If QFpoints < 0.2 the spectrum is disregarded as we require the number of degrees of freedom in the fit to
be larger than the number of free parameters.

Data Availability Statement

SWE and 3DP data sets are available at NASA CDAWeb repository, atwi_h1_swe andwi_emfits_e0_3dp data
sets, respectively. Wind Waves TNR L2 Dynamic Spectra is available at Wind Waves instrument section at
CNES CDPP repository https://cdpp-archive.cnes.fr/.
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